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Hailing from one of the hottest cities in the US, Miami, Florida, the Grammy Winning Super 

Production Team, Cool & Dre have been making their presence felt amongst entertainment 

industry heavyweights since the early 2000’s. Marcello “Cool” Valenzano and Andre “Dre” 

Lyon’s production and songwriting prowess has blessed the likes of Lil’ Wayne, Wiz Kalifah, 

Wale, Lady Gaga, Queen Latifah, Drake, Meek Mill , Tyga, Pit Bull, Mary J. Blige, Chris Brown, Fat 

Joe, 50 Cent, Jagged Edge, Jasmine Sullivan, Gym Class Heroes, P. Diddy, Young Jeezy, Rick 

Ross, The Game, Busta Rhymes, Fabolous, Linkin Park, and many others, and have contributed 

production to over 30 Million records sold world wide..   

 

The hit making duo created their own record label, Epidemic Music Group where they signed 

young incredible artists this year.  K Rose, a quadruple threat (singer, song writer, dancer and 

actress) who will be leading a new movement in pop culture. “Having talented artists who are 

driven, passionate, humble and fearless to push the boundaries like we do makes us even more 

excited to create and continue to spread the Cool & Dre Epidemic Movement. ” ~Cool & Dre   

 

Cool and Dre can be found getting most of their work done in their own private recording 

studio, Record Room Studios Miami at Lake Oasis, in the heart of North Miami.  It serves as any 

artists or musicians’ personal creative oasis, where musical masterpieces come to life. And is the 

home of Sound Cloud Tuesday. A video show that airs virally were cool & dre listen and critic  up 

and coming songwriters, artist and producers aka #houseofstoli. After nearly a decade of 

making hits, these Grammy Winning and BMI award-winning producers are just scratching the 

surface of their musical genius as they continue to spread the epidemic sound of Cool and Dre.. 

 

“To wake up every morning and do what you love, make music with your friends, make an 

impact on the world and make a living out of it is an absolute blessing. “ ~ Cool and Dre.   

 


